
Final Presentations:  Video Prototype 

1. Video: Create a video, showcasing your application in use.   
a. Everyone in the group should be in the video. 
b. Your video should be around 3 minutes (not more than 4).   
c. Your video should include the latest prototype. 
d. Imagine that you are selling your idea – you want someone to buy it (or pay for it to 

be completely implemented!) 

Examples of video prototypes are in the lecture notes and on the website. 

2. Prototype: Your prototype should be implemented as much as possible at this point. 

3. Presentation:  Create a presentation (using PowerPoint, Google Slides, etc.) that has the 
following:   

a. Slide 1: Title Slide with names of group members 
b. Slide 2: Short description of the Project Topic 
c. Slide 3: Description of similar applications out there.  
d. Slide 4: A good case for your application and cases when someone would use it.   
e. Slide 5: Link to the video 
f. Slide 6: Evaluation:  How would you design an experiment evaluating this system if 

you had more time.  What is your hypothesis? What are the dependent and 
independent variables?   

g. Slide 7: Accessibility: Did you account for people with disabilities in your design? 
Please describe how you would address users with various disabilities (color blind, 
legally blind, hard of hearing, etc.). 

h. Slide 8: Conclusion 
 

The PowerPoint and videos will be shown to your classmates instead of a final exam.  Everyone 
in the team must present or that student will not receive credit for this assignment.   

Every group has at most 10 minutes for the presentation (including the video), with a couple of 
minutes at the end for questions.    

You will also be critiquing the other groups’ videos/prototypes as well (if you do not critique you 
will lose points in this assignment).   

Submissions: (Both a group submission for team leader AND an individual contributions 
submission for everyone!) 

 Go to Content and click on Key Assessment 

I Project Submission by Team Leader  



Submit a zip file that contains: 

1. A document stating who worked on this component of the project and what everyone 
did. 

2. The PowerPoint presentation 
3. A link to: 

a. prototype 
b. video  

II Individual Submission by Everyone: 

Project Contributions: Every student (team leader and team members) must submit 
individually a document containing who worked on which aspects of the project during the 
semester. Include a percentage of work you think each person did overall (include yourself too!).  
Example (four a group of 4):  

• John Doe: 35% 
• Kate Spade: 30% 
• Billie Piper: 20%*  
• Bart Simpson: 15% 

*Remember that percentages add up to 100. And include yourself too! 

 


